The last twelve months have been pretty exciting over here. First the mainstream admitted I was right about Stephen Hawking being an impostor. Then we discovered my science site had gone viral, with many papers ranking on the front page at Google (and some of them outranking Wikipedia on their subjects). Then they were forced to admit we have entered a new Solar Cycle about 18 month before they predicted it, but right when I predicted it. Of course they have given me no credit for that.

Today, a reader alerted me that ScienceAlert just posted an article with the title What if It's Not Dark Matter Making The Universe's Extra 'Gravity', But Light? You mean like I have been telling them for a decade? Do they mention me or link to my papers on the subject? Of course not. They simply signal the plan to steal it, as they have been stealing so many other of my ideas.

This alert is a press release for a paper on the subject published on February 1, 2019, in Astrophysical Journal by authors Ryutov, Budker, and Flambaum. There they propose a “negative pressure” caused by photons with mass creating a gravity-like force capable of explaining 10-20% of the Galactic Rotation problem. So you see how they are hedging. They also sex up the explanation by talking about the Maxwell stress tensor and Maxwell-Proca electrodynamics, where the photon has a mass. But that is just bombast, since I am already far ahead of them. Because they hope to drive around me here, they import these fancy terms, hoping to impress you; but I have already done the simple math showing that the electromagnetic spectrum isn't just capable of explaining 10-20% of dark matter, it is capable of explaining all of it. Using nothing but the fundamental charge and basic mainstream definitions (of the Ampere, for instance), I am able to show that charge fits the dark matter hole like a hand in a glove. Both are 95% of the field.

It is also worth noting here that my paper on the Galactic Rotation Problem—where I first link these charge equations to dark matter*—is one of the ones that has ranked very high, coming in second on a Google search for several years, above PhysicsWorld, Space.com, EarthSky.org, Universetoday.com, ArsTechnica, Forbes, Harvard, Berkeley, physics.stackexchange, quora, phys.org, wikiwand, Learner.org, and all the books at Googlebooks. So if they expect to survive my lawsuit on this—or anything else—I suppose they will have to find some way to wipe not only my hard drive and the hard drives of all my readers, but also the Wayback Machine. And if anyone thinks my work is not copyrighted, they are sadly mistaken. Published works are automatically copyrighted, I have reserved copyright at the top of my homepage, and the two important papers here have also been published in book form. See chapter 21 of The Un-unified Field and chapter 7 of The Incorporation of Light. Copyright is expressly reserved in all my books.

I know you guys are reading this, so why don't you give up? Bring me in, give me my due, and I will
start playing nice. It is in your best interest to do so. The longer you drag this out, the worse you make yourselves look in history, and the more of a martyr you make me.

*I previously did the math in my paper on the fine structure constant from March of 2009. The Galactic Rotation paper came out in August of 2010. Both were preceded by my paper of February 2008 on the Cosmic Mass Deficit, which fully explained the solution without the math. That paper is one of the ones that has been ranked #1 at Google for several years, ahead of Wikipedia.